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e rst ones to notice the Vertexes were launching an attack on Shikoku was the armed eet staffed by former 
Self-defence Forces personnel that had the outside of the Seto Inland Sea "wall" under 24-hour surveillance.

Grotesque creatures were gathering at the wall in droves.

e armed eet red everything they had in an all-out bombardment to protect Shikoku.

However-- the modern weapons said to be the culmination of the blood and knowledge of countless men were 
unable to even scratch the Vertexes.

e armed eet was forced to retreat, and chased down to the wall.

A A group of Vertexes then slipped through the barrier wall, invading Shikoku.

e eet chased down the invading Vertexes, but--

Having sensed the enemy invasion, the Shinju had already activated forestization within Shikoku.

As Wakaba peeked around the forestized Shikoku, she activated her smart-phone’s hero-exclusive app.

Her body was enveloped in light and the clothes she was wearing transformed--

ey became her heroes' battle outt. An outt imbued with the Shinju's power, remarkably boosting the 
pphysical ability of those who wore it. Further enveloping one's body in the power of the gods made one's attacks 
effective against Vertexes even without an exclusive weapon.

e counter-Vertex organization known as the Taisha (Grand Shrine) had researched the Shinju's power and 
discovered a scientic and magic method of utilizing it. e outt was a result of that research. It was the 
culmination of the Shinju's blessing and the knowledge of mankind.

e battle outts varied from hero to hero, but Wakaba's was characterized by the contrast of clean blue and 
white, reminiscent of a kikyou.

Once tOnce transformed, Wakaba stuck her sword into the ground and stared intensely at the Seto Inland Sea.

-"Wakaba-chaaan!"

When Wakaba turned towards that voice, she saw Yuuna and Chikage running towards her. Yuuna had tekkou 
(hand and wrist guards) while Chikage had a scythe like a death god's. Just as Wakaba had a sword, those two 
had those as their weapons.

-"-"Haah, haah... Time suddenly stopped, and then all around, these huge vine like things popped out of no-
where, like, gwaaahh! It really shocked me! I'm so glad I was able to gure out where everyone was thanks to 
the map...!"

Yuuna tried to catch her breath as she pointed out the map on her smart-phone screen to Wakaba. e loca-
tions of the heroes and the Vertexes were each indicated on the map by a coloured dot.

-"Wait, Wakaba-chan, you've already transformed!?"

Yuuna looked surprised as if she had only just now noticed.

-"Be ready for the battleeld at all times. I always carry my sword so I can ght whenever necessary."
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-"It's really like you to be so serious and responsible like that, huh Wakaba... I gotta learn from your 
example!"

Yuuna clenched her st and looked at Wakaba with a genuine look of admiration.

-"Takashima-san... I think you're ne the way you are..."

Chikage muttered as if she were speaking to herself before looking around and frowning.

-"But still... this is forestization, huh..."

e e land of Shikoku in its entirety had become covered in the same plant structures that composed the wall.

When forestization happens, all time inside of Shikoku stops. All living and non-living things get covered and 
assimilated into the vegetation. e few things that remain in their original form are the Marugame Castle, 
the Seto Ohashi Bridge, electrical towers, high-rise buildings and other such large-scale structures.

Living things assimilated into the Jukai will receive no damage from Vertex attacks. And heroes are the only 
ones who retain their original form and can move during forestization.

(I did hear information about forestization before, but--)

AAs Wakaba looked around at the sight of the transformed Shikoku, a stern expression formed on her face.

It was too unreal a transguration.

It was almost like a spirit world.

Yuuna touched one of the vines growing nearby.

-"I've never seen such a huge plant. is is the Shinju-sama's doing too, isn't it...?"

-"Yeah. Forestization is an emergency protective measure made by the Shinju."

It is said that the protective wall and barrier around Shikoku are still incomplete.

IIn the event that Vertexes group together and invade Shikoku, the Shinju makes a bold move to weaken part 
of the barrier, allowing them to pass in. e Shinju does this because the constant strengthening of the barri-
er to protect against Vertex invasions would end up wasting spiritual power.

If the Shinju were to exhaust its power, then the people in Shikoku would lose the ability to live. While Shiko-
ku was a closed world, it was able to remain self-sufficient in energy and materials thanks to the blessing of 
the Shinju's spiritual power.

erefore, it was the heroes' role to repulse the Vertexes that had gotten into Shikoku.
And while the Vertexes were invading, the Shinju utilized forestization to protect the people--

(But the defence of forestization isn't perfect...)

Wakaba mentally whispered to herself as if to raise her conviction.

If part of the Jukai were to get damaged by an attack, then that damage would be fed back into the real world 
in the form of a natural disaster or an incident of unknown origin.
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In short, the longer forestization went on, the more it would consume the Shinju's power.

erefore, they had to annihilate the Vertexes as quickly as they could and end forestization.

-"Hey! Guys!"

Tamako came running with a shout. She was dragging Anzu along by the hand behind her.

-"Sorry we're late!"

TTamako had a circular disk with sharp blades attached to it-- a bladed yo-yo [ 旋刃盤, Senjinban, called a 
"Spinner" in Dynasty Warriors]. 

Anzu had a weapon resembling a rapid-re crossbow.

-"at's everyone, huh. ... Guess this is our rst battle. Let us take down the accursed Vertexes with our own 
hands."

Wakaba addressed the four other heroes on her team.

ey would make those bastards pay for suffering they caused humanity.

-"-"at's ne and all, but... naturally that means you'll be the one leading the charge... against those monsters, 
right? I mean, you are the leader..."

Chikage spoke quietly as she threw Wakaba a glance that seemed to be testing her.

e atmosphere between them clouded over in gloom.

-"It's not an issue of who leads the charge. Let's just all ght together, right? Isn't that what teamwork's all 
about?"

e one who butted in with an exasperated tone was Tamako.

-"-"Teamwork..."

Chikage muttered as if chewing on that word before looking at Anzu.

Anzu's body trembled. She looked pale.

She was afraid--

-"Iyojima-san... Can you ght?"

-"..."

Anzu hung her and gave no answer. She couldn't answer.

-"-"Doi-san, you two were late in getting here... Was it because Iyojima-san felt too afraid to move out...? And 
you guys talk about teamwork... You have no room to talk..."

At Chikage's words, Anzu shut her eyes tightly and clenched her sts. But even so, the fear that caused her to 
tremble would not fade away.

-"And that's to say nothing of..."
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-"Koori-san, you've said too much."

Wakaba interrupted Chikage and glared at her sharply. Chikage merely looked away in disinterest.

(Koori-san did say too much... but Iyojima's current state certainly isn't looking good.)

Wakaba looked at Anzu.

-"Iyojima. I understand why you'd be afraid, but unless we ght, humanity is at risk of destruction. Chin up."

-"I-I'm sorry..."

TTears formed in Anzu's eyes.

-"Wakaba, that's enough, isn't it?"

Tamako stood between Wakaba and Anzu as if to protect the latter girl.

Seeing those three like that made Chikage squint her eyes at them cynically.

-"It's the duty of a commander to raise their troop's morale... Nogi-san... Could this situation be the result... 
of your lack of a leader's disposition...?"

-"...!"

oose words struck a nerve with Wakaba. Wakaba herself wasn't condent that she was the appropriate 
choice for the role of leader.

e atmosphere engulng the heroes became thicker and thicker. It was Yuuna who spoke up as if to blow 
away that atmosphere.

-"Guys, I know it's important that we're all getting along, but let's leave the talking for later!"

-"""Getting along???"""

Wakaba, Anzu, and Chikage's voices overlapped as they looked at Yuuna.

-"-"Yup. ey say it takes good friends to argue with each other, don't they?"

-"""No, that's wrong."""
 
All three of them gave Yuuna the same retort at the same time.

-"All three of you denied me without a second thought!"

Yuuna was in shock.

-"Umm, uh, Yuuna-san... I think that's wrong too."

-"-"You too, Anzu-chan!?"

at was the nal blow.

-"Uuugh..."
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Despite taking the damage from everyone giving her the same retort, Yuuna pulled herself together and spoke 
resolutely.

-"--But anyway, the Vertexes are the cause behind your argument, and they'll be right there real soon. ey're 
your real enemy."

Wakaba gasped at Yuuna's words.

(... She's right. Finding fault among ourselves and getting frustrated will just distract us from the real prob-
lem. We should focus our frustration on the bastards who brought us this situation in the rst place.)

Tamako and Chikage awkwardly looked each other in the face.

-"Well, that is true."

"It's just as Takashima-san said... right?"

Anzu was still afraid, but--

(It doesn't matter. If Iyojima can't ght, then I'll just ght enough to make up for her. at's what it means to 
be a leader.)

Wakaba felt the weight of her sword in her hands as she made up her mind.

-"-"Okay, then guess it's time for Tama and everyone else to get pumped up!"

e other four girls besides Wakaba took out their cell phones and tapped the app.

-"We'll all be heroes who get along!"

As if Yuuna's shout were the signal, the clothes the four of them wore each began to transform.

Yuuna's battle outt was pink, reminiscent of a yamazakura--

Chikage's battle outt was red, reminiscent of a higanbana--

Tamako's battle outt was orange, reminiscent of a himeyuri--

BBut Anzu alone did not transform. e power wielded by a hero was largely affected by their mental state. 
Without a rm will and the preparedness to ght, the hero's battle outt could not be worn.

-"..."

Chikage looked on silently at Anzu, who was unable to transform.

-"... I-I'm sorry... I..."

As tears formed in Anzu's eyes, Tamako patted her on the shoulder in encouragement.

-"Don't sweat it! Tama and the others will take 'em all down."

-"... -"... okay..."

Anzu nodded sadly.
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Anzu nodded and readied her crossbow. A weapon with even more specialized at ranged attacks than 
Tamako's bladed yo-yo.

 
 While the rest of the heroes were struggling against the Vertex horde-- there was just one who remained in 
the rear without acting.

Koori Chikage.

  She was not merely watching disinterestedly.

She paralyzed with fear.

 She was able to transform.

 She had a weapon that could oppose the enemy. And yet she didn't move.

 Just like with Anzu, this was Chikage's rst ght with the Vertexes as well. Vertexes had not appeared in the 
area she was in when she awoke as a hero three years ago.

-"Ugh... ugh..."

SShe was tormented by impatience, frustration, and feelings of alienation.

She had thought that Anzu was more afraid than she was, yet Anzu had just charged into the battlefront. 

Chikage was the oldest, yet she was losing even to Anzu who was the youngest.

Chikage had really only found fault with Anzu as a knee-jerk reaction to her own fears.

-"Gun-chan!"

At that moment, she saw Yuuna running towards her.

-"Takashima... san?"

One One Yuuna had stopped in front of her, Chikage was able to tell see scratches here and there on her body. 
Most likely wounds she had incurred from ghting the Vertexes. And yet Yuuna was less concerned about 
herself, and more concerned with Chikage who hadn't participated in the battle at all.

-"Are you okay, Gun-chan?"

-"I-... I'm... sorry... for being too scared to ght... How could I have said all those things to Iyojima-san... 
when I can't even ght myself...?"

Yuuna held her hand out to Chikage with a reassuring smile.

-"-"Don't make that face. I'm right beside you."

-"Takashima... san..."

Chikage took Yuuna's hand.

-"Let's go. Hold on tight!"

Chikage leapt with Yuuna with and let her lead the way.
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Anzu's arrows struck the plate-shaped structure and reversed in trajectory. e arrows imbued with divine 
power were now coming back at their original owner, Anzu.

-"Oh no!"

Tamako transformed her bladed yo-yo into a large shield and struck down the arrows heading towards Anzu.

ey would have mortally wounded Anzu had they hit.

-"-thank you, Tamacchi-senpai."

-"Now we're even. ... Anyway, I guess that thing's some kind of reective plate, huh..."

IIf the plate was able to reect Anzu's arrows back with such accuracy, then throwing Tamako's bladed yo-yo 
at it would probably yield the same results. Projectiles weren't very effective here. Should Tamako directly 
attack it with her bladed yo-yo's blades at close range? But would blades be effective against an opponent that 
was immune to arrows--?

As Tamako pondered, one girl thrust at the enemy with a single st.

It was Takashima Yuuna.





-"Hero puuuuunch!!"



*crunch* *tear*!
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Wakaba looked everyone in the eye--

-"... ank you."

Before that point, she hadn't felt the conviction that it was okay for her to be leader.

But-- she decided to believe in the words of her friends.

-"Isn't that great, Wakaba-chan?"

Hinata looked at Wakaba with a smile.

-"-"By the way... Now that that's settled. Wakaba. ere's something I've wanted to say to you."

Tamako looked at Wakaba with scornful eyes.

-"W-h-y do you call Tama by her last name? You call Yuuna 'Yuuna', don't you?"

-"Welp, that's cause I told her to call my by my rst name earlier!"

Yuuna cheerfully answered Tamako's question.

When Wakaba rst met Yuuna, she had called her "Takashima". And in response, she said "It'd be easier if 
you called me Yuuna!"

-"-"Mmm... In that case, call me 'Tamako', or if you want to be more familiar, you can call me 'Tamacchi' too."

Tamako spoke with a pout.

-"Actually, Tamacchi-senpai's been really bothered about why you don't call her by her rst name, 
Wakaba-san."

-"What!? N-n-n-no I haven't! I haven't been bothered one bit!"

Tamako angrily denied Anzu's teasing words.

-"Oh, also, please call me by my rst name too."

-"-"Anzu! You're just riding on what Tama said for your own advantage, aren't you!"

As she watched Tamako and Anzu's little exchange, Chikage murmured.

-"... I'm... I'm ne being called by my rst name too."

-"""!?"""

Wakaba, Tamako, and Anzu each looked at Chikage in surprise.

-"What...? What's with those looks...?"

-"No, it's just, you said something a little unexpected, so..."
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When Wakaba said that, Chikage looked the other way in annoyance. Her cheeks were slightly pink.

-"If everyone else is getting called by their rst names... it'd be weird... if only I got called by my last name. 

Also, I'd like you to quit it with the honoric speech... It's stuffy."

Wakaba nodded once she heard those words.

-"Okay, then from now on, I'll do that. Chikage, Tamako, Anzu."

--Was that what they called a promise?

WWakaba felt her heart growing warm.

-"Okay, then let's take a commemorative group photo!"

And with a smile on her whole face, Hinata took out her smart-phone.

-"Today marks the day of the Shikoku heroes' fresh start, as well as the day Wakaba-chan took up her new 
post as leader. ...Teehee. at's one more photo for my secret Wakaba-chan  photo collection."

-"Hinata! You're still collecting photos for that!? One day I'll erase it for sure, okay!"

-"A secret photo collection? What's that?"

-"-"Sounds like fun! Hina-chan, let me see it too!"

-"Tamako, Yuuna! Don't show interest in it!"

-"I want to see it too!"

-"... Whatever..."

Hinata captured everyone's excitement in the cafeteria that day in a picture.
 
(Chapter 3 End)




